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TEP Data Request 014 
 

Low Income - Please provide a detailed explanation of how the Company’s 
correspondence and communications changes after a customer indicates that they 
prefer a language other than English. In your answer, please address in particular 
the following questions: 
 
(a) What written communications does a customer receive in their preferred 

language? 
 

(b) Are there written communications that a customer receives in English, even 
though they have indicated that they prefer another language? If so, please 
describe those communications. 
 

(c) How does PacifiCorp track which written materials it has available in 
languages other than English? Please provide any documents that track which 
written materials are available in certain languages. 
 

(d) How does a customer’s selection of a preferred language change the 
Company’s outreach and communications by phone? Are there any phone 
communications that the customer continues to receive in English? 
 

(e) If a customer indicates that they prefer a language other than English, and 
their account is then sent to a collections agency, does PacifiCorp require the 
collections agency contact the customer in their preferred language? 

 
Response to TEP Data Request 014 
  

(a) PacifiCorp has Spanish versions of frequently used correspondence templates. 
Default correspondence templates are in English. A Spanish Template Invoice 
Overlay is available for Spanish speaking customers who request it, which 
helps them interpret the pertinent parts of their bill (e.g., statement date, due 
date, total amount due, previous balance, payments/credits & new charges). 
 

(b) Yes. PacifiCorp statements are in English with a Spanish overlay available for 
Spanish customers. As noted in A above some low volume correspondence 
templates are only available in English.  
 

(c) PacifiCorp maintains a table indicating which templates are available in 
Spanish. All correspondence templates are available in English.  
 

(d) Collections related outreach is provided in both English and Spanish as pre-
recorded voice messages. In the case of the disconnect calls, the customer has 
the option to listen to the voice message in Spanish or English (if no selection 
is made, default is English). Outage updates (Estimated time of restoration 
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and Restoration confirmation calls) can be provided in Spanish if the customer 
self designates through the outage Interactive Voice Response telephone 
option. This designation is only used for the customer’s outage event. 

(e) PacifiCorp’s current contracts do not require that the collection agencies
contact the customer in their preferred language.
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